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Traditional Culture and Contemporary Performance:
Adaw Palaf’s The Great Flood
傳統文化與當代表演︰阿道．巴辣夫的《大洪水》

Terence RUSSELL
羅德仁
Asian Studies, University of Manitoba
曼尼托巴大學亞洲研究系

As the articles in this issue demonstrate, literature in its various forms is an important
medium of communication between the center, the dominant or mainstream culture, and the
periphery, culturally and politically marginalized groups. It is a means by which the latter groups
articulate their aspirations and contest the hegemony of the former. However, there are times
when the periphery must communicate with itself. Often, one of the most challenging aspects of
mounting resistance to the forces of domination is the need to construct a voice with which to
speak. Such a voice must issue from a well-defined sense of subject in order to be effective, and
what many disenfranchised and culturally imperiled peoples most lack is precisely that sense
of subject. In this respect, literature, especially popular and oral forms of literature, can also
play a central role. Through oral literature, theatre, song and ritual performance it is possible to
access history and cultural knowledge from which disempowered groups have been alienated.
Reconnecting with that history and culture is critical if people wish to articulate to themselves,
and to others, just who they are and why they must speak.
This paper examines the situation of Indigenous peoples in Taiwan in their struggle to
assert a meaningful presence in the context of the post-martial law nation-state. The focus will
be on the manner in which theatre has been combined with traditional ritual performance to
give expression to cultural and political aspirations. The work of Adaw Palaf 阿道．巴辣夫,
a member of the Amis nation 阿美族 of eastern Taiwan, serves as the reference point of my
investigation. I have chosen Adaw not only because he is one of the few Indigenous people in
Taiwan to be exploring the potential of theatre and dance as a vehicle for cultural expression,
but also because his life and work represent an interesting example of the dilemmas faced by
Indigenous people in reconstructing their cultural identity in contemporary Taiwan. Since he
initially chose to become involved in cultural work in the early 1990s, Adaw has experimented
with a wide variety of artistic forms. But in the last few years he has increasingly developed an
understated, grassroots approach to that reconstruction. In particular, he has chosen to employ a
style of theatre anchored firmly in the forms of Amis ritual celebrations, including song, dance,
and prayer. Taking his major theatrical work, The Great Flood 大洪水 as an example, my major
contention will be that while Adaw Palaf and other Indigenous elite in Taiwan share many of
the same basic challenges as Indigenous or oppressed people elsewhere in the world, the unique
history and social conditions of Indigenous peoples in Taiwan have led to different responses.
Most specifically, Adaw’s ceremonial theatre locates itself very firmly in the traditions of his
native village and does not attempt to participate in any pan-indigenous political movement such
as we may observe, for example, in the case of Native Americans.
Since the nineteenth century at least, local and indigenous theatre has been used as a tool
in the process of cultural revival and anti-imperialist resistance. Whether it be in India, where
the Indian People’s Theatre Association was active in resisting British colonial rule,1 in Africa,
1
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where numerous indigenous theatre groups have been part of the communication network in postcolonial nations,2 or in North America, where Native American peoples have organized many
theatrical troupes and institutes,3 theatrical performance has been on the frontlines of countless
cultural and political struggles.
The reasons for choosing theatre as a medium for counter hegemonic messages of various
kinds are almost as numerous as the messages themselves. Theatre, when produced locally,
ideally possesses strong cultural (including linguistic, religious and historic) resonance with the
intended audience. The point is to rework traditional performance styles to achieve maximum
use of the symbols and social modalities most familiar to the audience, thus making the message
of the performance more intelligible and more acceptable. Speaking of the role of theatre in the
anti-colonial liberation struggles in India, Nandi Bhatia remarks:
[…] as part of the cultural institutions that play a significant role
in mobilizing the populace toward political activism, theater in colonial
and postcolonial India has consistently participated in providing
possibilities for resistance to and reassessment of ruling ideologies
through multiple methods of engagement ranging from mythology, folk
forms, reenactment of oppressed histories, revival of historical stories,
and hybrid Anglo-European productions.4
In other situations theatre can play a role in postcolonial reconstruction and education, as
David Kerr describes in his study of indigenous theatre in postcolonial Malawi:
Even more important, however, was the emergence of drama in
local languages. The impetus behind this came from what is usually
called the “Theatre for Development” movement. [This was] […]
a popular participatory theatre in which intellectuals and peasants
together created African-language plays through improvisation.5
Such improvised theatre was used as a vehicle for education about health, literacy and
agricultural problems.
In other cases, where indigenous peoples have seen their lands overrun and their cultures
2
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destroyed by colonizers of one description or another, theatre, especially performances based in
traditional ceremonial forms, have been developed as a tool for the reestablishment of cultural
identity and pride. Hanay Geiogamah, one of the first American Native people to experiment
with theatre of this sort, envisions a theatre that bridges past traditions with modern realities.
Speaking of one of his most important productions, 49, Geiogamah proposes that the play “[…]
will be a display of the vitality and deepness of young American Indians’ identification with
their tribal cultures, religions, literatures, histories, their songs and dances, and a metaphor of
their awareness of themselves in relation to their heritage, their existence in the high-speed
contemporary American society, and their roles as the builders of the Indian World of the future.”6
Geiogamah recognizes that the responsibility of intellectuals and community leaders is not to
produce a museum culture by fastidiously reconstructing traditional cultural forms, but rather
to develop forms of communication that serve as an organic link between a deep heritage and a
more positive future for culturally endangered peoples.
Adaw Palaf was born in 1949 in Tapalong Village 太巴塱部落 (Guangfu Xiang 光復鄉),
an Amis settlement south of Hualian 花蓮. The Amis people 阿美族 are the largest of several
nations of Austronesian Indigenous people in Taiwan with a population of approximately 16,000.
Tapalong is the largest Indigenous village in Taiwan, having a population of approximately 5,000.
Despite the relatively large size of this community it has in no way been insulated against the
continued incursions of modern politics and materialism. From a young age Adaw, like most
Indigenous children of his era, was confronted with a world in which the traditional society and
economy of the village was undergoing rapid transformation. In a short story published in 1992
he recounts how road building projects and the shift from an exchange economy to a money
economy led to the loss of so many of the pleasures and comforts of his childhood.7 The central
image of the story is the three breadfruit trees that grew by their house. The ripe breadfruit had
traditionally been exchanged for rice grown by other villagers, but as time passed, the trees were
cut down, one by one, to be replaced by more productive paddy fields. To Adaw, the loss of the
trees was like the loss of a family member:
As I walked toward the back of the house I could finally see clearly
[…] the facidolay [breadfruit tree] with its broken branches and torn
leaves was strewn across the field, the flat segments of its “buttress roots”
were lying naked and exposed as though its heart had been gouged out.
That ever-solid trunk that I had once caressed and tightly embraced,
6
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and even more, that had been the source of the bitterly aromatic milksap that I had suckled on, giving me so many momentary “startling
joys,” was still there. But now the milk-sap glands had coagulated,
and if I embraced it, wouldn’t it just be like hugging a “freshly dead
corpse?”
步向屋後，才看清 [……] 斷枝敗葉的，“法菊露”散置在
旱田上，“剜心”般的片片“板根”裸露在外[……]曾經撫摸
過，也曾緊緊擁抱過的恆硬的軀幹，甚至，更曾吸吮過，的“乳
汁”馨澀，當時剎那的“驚喜”，依然猶在啊，而今，“乳腺”
黏凝，又，一擁起來，不就像是在抱“新鮮的遺體”嗎？ 8
Like the traditional village society with its exchange economy, the breadfruit trees were
no longer there to provide sustenance and support for the culturally traumatized residents of the
village. What remained was a stigmatized existence on the margins of Han (Chinese) society.
From the 1950s to the 1980s the Chinese Nationalist Party 國民黨 (KMT) pursued a
policy of assimilation of Indigenous people 山地平地化 (Indigenous Education). This policy
was reinforced with improved educational opportunities in the Indigenous areas, as well as
encouragement for Indigenous students to enter tertiary education. Christian church organizations,
especially the Presbyterian Church which had been aggressively carrying out missionary work
in Indigenous areas, operated their own educational system and also played a role in raising
educational levels by encouraging and assisting promising young Indigenous students to study
at institutions away from their villages.9 Since Adaw’s father had been a Presbyterian minister
in Tapalong,10 and since he himself had demonstrated scholastic aptitude, he was given a
scholarship to study at the venerable Tamkang Middle School, a Presbyterian school originally
founded by the Canadian missionary, George Leslie McKay.11 It was there that Adaw became
almost entirely estranged from his native language and culture. Later, despite continuing his
studies at night school in National Taiwan University, and eventually graduating with a degree in
foreign languages, Adaw ended up leading an itinerant existence, drifting from one poorly paid
laboring job to another. Once again, like so many Indigenous people of his day, Adaw had lost his
8
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connection to Amis culture, but was unwilling or unable to enter the Chinese mainstream.12
After the end of martial law in Taiwan in 1987, more and more Indigenous people became
involved in the various causes of the Aboriginal Rights Movement 原住民權力促進會 (also
known as the Alliance of Taiwanese Aboriginals, or ATA. It was originally formed in 1984).
The most prominent of these causes included the plight of Indigenous girls involved in child
prostitution, the right of Indigenous people to use their mother-tongue names as opposed to being
forced to use Chinese names, and the return of ancestral lands.13 By the early 1990s, Adaw had
also taken an interest in the struggle for Indigenous rights. He became acquainted with certain
leading figures in the movement, in particular the Attayal writer, Wallis Norgan 瓦歷斯．諾
幹. It was in 1991 at Wallis’ house that Adaw was able to view a video tape of a rehearsal of the
recently-formed (Ab)Original Dancers 原舞者.14 (Ab)original Dancers had been formed the
previous year in order to undertake a tour of mainland China. Unfortunately, the funding for the
tour never materialized, but with the support of Wu Jinfa 吳錦發 and a few other sympathetic
individuals from the literary and performance worlds, the young Indigenous dancers were able
to begin performing their Indigenous songs and dances on tour in 1991.15 When Adaw saw the
video of their rehearsal of authentic ritual dances, he recognized his opportunity to finally end his
wanderings and begin a quest for his origins and for a sense of self-respect.16 It was thus that in
August of 1991, when a member of the troupe invited him to join, he did so.17
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The intention of (Ab)Original Dancers was to reverse the long-standing commercial
exploitation of Indigenous cultural forms on the part of the Han mainstream and reconnect
Indigenous dance with its traditional roots. For decades, Indigenous singers and dancers had been
employed as entertainers for tourists, local and international. They would perform an assortment
of not-very-authentic dances drawn from a variety of tribal traditions. There was little or no
acknowledgment that the songs and dances performed may have originally belonged to cohesive
traditions of ancient and sacred ritual, and little or no attempt was made to perform the material
authentically and respectfully. In many ways the objectives of this new troupe were similar to
those of Hanay Geiogamah’s American Indian Theatre Ensemble founded in 1972. Geiogamah
was determined that his ensemble “was not going to be another trite little display of Indian crafts
and culture, a little dance with narration saying, ‘This dance means this […] by this tribe from
the beautiful land of’ […]”18
(Ab)Original Dancers distinguished themselves from earlier commercial dance troupes in
several ways. Firstly, they aspired to the goal of self-representation. They would not perform
on behalf of hotels, tourist bureaus, or anthropologists, but rather, as themselves—members of
the remaining Indigenous communities in Taiwan.19 Secondly, they were devoted to rigorous
artistic standards of performance. They hoped to gain acceptance as a legitimate dance troupe
that would perform in public theatres and auditoriums. To this end, since only one of the original
troupe had formal dance training, they enlisted the direction of professional theatrical producers
and directors.20 Thirdly, in order to present authentic, respectful recreations of traditional song
and dance forms, they engaged in extensive field research to establish just what those forms
should look and sound like. In this regard they were fortunate to gain the services of the eminent
anthropologist, Hu Taili 胡台麗 as an ethnographic consultant.21 Hu worked with them closely
for five years, beginning in 1992. She helped to establish the methods and standards by which
they could faithfully recover cultural material from the remaining Indigenous settlements.
When Adaw joined (Ab)Original Dancers, he was considerably older than the other dancers,
most of whom were in their twenties. This did not stop him from becoming an accomplished
dancer. At the same time, Adaw was also discovering that he possessed literary talent. This he
was able to develop and put to work by preparing some scripts to be used in the performances.
Tapalong”], Shanhai wenhua shuang yue kan 山海文化雙月刊 [Culture of the Mountain and Seas Bimonthly]
19 (1998): 27-32). I assume that there is a misprint, or perhaps Adaw’s memory was slightly off.
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These were intended to explain and contextualize the dances. Already in 1992, Adaw had written
a narrative setting for the recreated New Year ritual dances of the Puyuma people: “Huai nian
nian ji” 懷念年祭 (“Fondly Remembering the New Year Sacrifice”).22 This simple narrative
imagines how the dance ritual might have unfolded in an actual village and how the villagers may
have thought about the meaning of the rites. However, the most interesting aspect of the script is
the final scene where Adaw imagines himself in conversation with a Han (Chinese) friend. The
friend is impressed with the explanation of the basic meaning of the rituals and asks if he can go
and watch. Adaw welcomes him, but also comments ironically that it is a shame that, unlike the
Chinese population for whom the traditional New Year is a major holiday, Indigenous people are
not given even one day of holiday in order to celebrate their New Year.23
With each new season, (Ab)Original Dancers chose the songs and dances of a different tribe
to serve as the major theme for their choreography. In these annual productions Adaw often played
a role in scripting narrative settings for the choreography, as well as in acting as a narrator on
stage. Then, in 1995, it was decided that the Amis “Ilisin” or New Year celebration should be one
of the future productions for the company. Since, at the time, there were a number of dancers in
the troupe, including Adaw, who were from Tapalong, this village was chosen as the source of the
material for the choreography. Tapalong was also a significant choice for several other reasons. It
was the largest Amis village in Taiwan and the social structure of the village still preserved much
of the traditional Amis age-class system.24 As well, Tapalong, in conjunction with neighboring
village Matai’an 馬太安, enjoyed the distinction of having broken many traditional attitudes by
being the first Indigenous village in Taiwan to present its ritual songs and dances to the outside
world some fifty years earlier.25 In all, the Tapalong project was a unique opportunity for the
dance company, and Adaw played a major role in shaping the eventual on-stage product.
Holding Ina’s Hand
The resulting production was first performed in the 1997 season of (Ab)Original Dancers. It
was entitled Qian Ina de shou 牽Ina的手 (Holding Ina’s Hand), and was based on extensive field
research that, for the first time, the members of the company conducted on their own, without
the assistance of professional anthropologists. As the title of the production indicates, the central
theme was the symbolic role of the matriarch in the continuation of Amis traditions, including
ritual song and dance.26 In Amis language, “Ina” means “Mama” or “Mother.” Traditional Amis
22
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society is matriarchal in structure, and the matriarch is symbolized by the sun: the life-giving
force of nature.
In Tapalong, Ina has unequalled power, she is the sun and
symbolizes the core of matriarchal society. She is the cooking hearth
of the village and also the one who in the beginning sowed life on the
earth.
Ina在 太 巴 塱 具 有 無 比 的 權 威 ， 是 太 陽 ， 象 徵 母 系 社 會 的 中
心，是部落的爐灶，亦是大地初始的播種者。 27
To view the mother as the sun is exactly opposite to patriarchal Han Chinese society in
which the sun symbolizes the essence of masculine energy and the moon represents feminine
passivity. In Tapalong, the figure of the mother also stood for the very continuity of the village:
Mama is like the village itself, she is our root source. You can see
the disintegration and the desertion of the village […] [it] is definitely
declining and disappearing. Therefore the word “Mama” represents
emotional belonging and the basic quality of fallen leaves returning to
their roots.
媽媽好比部落，是我們的根源，眼看部落快速瓦解，凋
零，[……] 一定是沒落消失的，所以媽媽一詞很能代表感情的歸
屬，落葉歸根的本性。 28
The presentation was organized such that the first half of the choreography was a reenactment
of the “Ilisin,” or the New Year’s ritual as it would have been performed in Tapalong. The second
half was intended to depict other aspects of Tapalong ritual activity, as well as to give a sense of
everyday life in the traditional village. Much painstaking work went into researching the various
aspects of the ritual, from the exact words for the ritual songs, to the costumes, even to the
manner in which the dancers would have linked hands. Only with such attention to detail could
the genuine essence of Tapalong culture and history, as distinct from that of other Amis villages,
be conveyed.29
The eventual production of Holding Ina’s Hand was both a continuation of and a disjuncture
yue kan 19 (1998):4-8.
27
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with the work of the (Ab)Original Dancers up to that point. The performance was a combination
of song, dance and dramatic narrative as before, but this time the dramatic element was greatly
expanded. Adaw was the major driving force behind this latter change. It was he who most
recognized the potential for evoking the everyday life of the people in the village by injecting
a distinct storyline into the choreography. The addition of this “play” component to the song
and dance was seen as a genuine breakthrough by Amis elders, equivalent in importance to the
breakthrough made by dancers from Tapalong in the 1940s when they took their ritual dances
outside the village to perform for a general audience.30 It was also something that Adaw was
given the most credit for, especially since he was not only responsible for producing the script,
but also because his role in the actual performance was that of main narrator and protagonist.31
After the completion of Holding Ina’s Hand, Adaw became more and more interested in
theatre projects. Shortly after the productions run he retired from his dancing career and returned
to live on the east coast of Taiwan. One of his first projects was to accept a commission from the
Bunun Cultural Education Foundation to found a theatre company in Taidong 台東. This was
to be the Asang Theatre 阿桑劇團.32 Not long afterwards, he collaborated with the Amis writer
and performer Siki 希巨．蘇飛 to establish the Amis Doulanshan Theatre Company 都蘭山劇
團. After living in Taidong for four years, Adaw, along with his painter wife, Zhou Bangrong 周
邦蓉, formed the Moguda’ai Theatre 漠古大唉劇場 in Tapalong.33 He also continued to write,
but now his interest was more directed towards relearning Amis language and producing texts
relating the life and rituals of his home village.
As Adaw began to conceptualize the style of theatre that he was seeking to create, he was
influenced by avant-garde playwright and director Chung Chiao’s (Zhong Qiao) 鍾喬 Assignment
Theatre 差事劇團 and Kaliwat Theatre Collective from Mindanao in the Philippines, both of
which have been interested in “people’s theatre” and more flexible, performer-directed expression.
Chung Chiao is perhaps the best-known director of avant garde and social activist theatre in
Taiwan. He founded Assignment Theatre in 1993 and, as Ron Smith explains, he has worked to
combine elements drawn from modern Magical Realism with a made-in-Taiwan Theatre of the
Oppressed. Smith’s study of Chung Chiao’s work with a group of oppressed rural Hakka women,
known as the Shigang Mamas, concludes that: “Chung Chiao’s fusion theatre work with the
Shigang Mama troupe is about action, rectifying unbalanced realities, and creating the possibility
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of agency for those who traditionally have none.”34 Clearly, Indigenous peoples in Taiwan fit
the category of those without an agency, and Chung Chiao’s work with actual members of the
oppressed group also accorded well with Adaw’s desire to become more involved with the people
in his own village.
The attraction of the Kaliwat Theatre Collective from the Philippines was two-fold. On the
one hand, Kaliwat was a “Peoples’ Theatre” like Assignment Theatre, but it was dedicated to
presenting the life of Indigenous peoples in the Philippines. In 1998, they had participated with
Assignment Theatre and theatre groups from seven other Asian nations in a project sponsored
by the Asian Council for People’s Culture 亞洲民眾文化協會 entitled “Yazhou de nahan
3—menghui yazhoujie” 亞洲的吶喊3——夢迴亞洲街 “Cry from Asia 3—Returning to Asia
Street in a Dream.” Later that same year, they again visited Taiwan to collaborate with Assignment
Theatre in a piece entitled Tudi zhi ge 土地之歌 (Song of the Land) (Assignment Theatre). In
this production, representatives of Taiwan’s Indigenous peoples, including Adaw, were invited to
participate.
Another aspect of Kaliwat’s performance that Adaw was drawn to was their technique of
“collective creation” 集體創作 where the play proceeded without a complete script, relying
rather on the spontaneous contributions of the actors to drive the action forward.35 This style of
production fit well with Adaw’s sense of the importance of collective activity in the village. The
manner in which the members of Kaliwat also conducted extensive field research to establish
material for their plays was also something that Adaw was very familiar with in his work with
(Ab)Original Dancers.36
The experience of working on and performing in Holding Ina’s Hand had demonstrated
to Adaw new aspects of the process of cultural retrieval and affirmation that Indigenous people
had been engaging in for the past decade or so since the founding of the ATA in the 1980s. He
recognized the power of theatre as a means of re-endowing the formal aspects of traditional
Indigenous life with religious and historical meaning. His education and involvement with other
leaders of the Indigenous rights movement had made him aware of the role played by materialist
culture and colonial government in destroying the lives and livelihood of Indigenous people
generally. He had now become convinced that the best manner of resisting the domination of
colonialism and materialist culture was to dig deeply into the roots of Amis tradition and to reify
that tradition in performance art.
Rituals like Ilisin were laden with traditional religious and social meaning. Their
performance affirmed the connection between the village and the divine forces. It also was a
tangible expression of the village social order, including its age class structure and the distinctive
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roles of men and women.37 By grounding his theatre in that spiritual and social order, Adaw could
hope to communicate with his people in terms in which they could identify. This was also a way
of speaking to the mainstream in the unique voice of the Amis people.
To date, the most important product of Adaw’s interest in people’s theatre is his full-length
play, The Great Flood. In keeping with his commitment to actor-driven drama, there is no
definitive text of The Great Flood. The original play was performed in Amis language; however,
I have been fortunate enough to obtain a manuscript copy of a Chinese version of the script
(through the grace of Ms. Chen Chih-fan 陳芷凡). The play is based upon the traditional story
of the founding of Tapalong village after the gods had unleashed a great flood. This story, which
ends with the first inhabitants of Tapalong learning how to respect their gods with the proper
rituals, is also at the centre of the Ilisin (New Year) ritual in Tapalong.38
The Chinese language manuscript of the play contains the basic telling of the flood myth,
but it is also aware of political and socio-economic factors impacting on Tapalong and other
Indigenous villages. The play makes clear that the imagery of the flood itself is a metaphor for
the inundation of Tapalong society by colonial civilization. As Chen Chih-Fan explains, Adaw
saw this latter as the second great flood, and it presented a profound change in the history of the
people of Tapalong: “Adaw indicates that in Amis mythology during the first ‘Great Flood’ the
heavenly gods sent the many spirits down to earth to ‘become human beings.’ But now they
have encountered the second ‘Great Flood’—the assault of modern civilization—[the problem
is] how can [Amis people] be revived and once again become ‘people’”? 阿道表示在阿美族
的神話故事中，第一次的 “大洪水” 上天藉此將天神諸靈降為 “人類” 而今遭逢第二
次的 “大洪水”——現代文明的衝擊，如何復振成為 “人”？ 39 In the play, Adaw excerpts
his previously published poem “The Government (Asshole) Says: We are the Real Aboriginals
(Money Lovers)”:40
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Behold! The skies are flooded with the sound of rainbows receding41
The Hollam42 descend from Heaven on the churning and surging tide
And we also gaze upon the wild dance of the Hollam
“I see…I hasten forth…I hunger and overcome”
That angelic tune “The Waters of the Yellow River Flow from Heaven”
Now inundates all the mountain peaks of Naruwan43
As the original forest trees float away
So dense and luxuriant
To be exchanged for boatload after boatload
Of shiny silver
Money
看哪
漫天的霓漰消音了
洶湧翻騰的河浪天上來
更見河浪狂舞
“俺覷……俺趕……俺俄而戡……”
的 “黃河之水天上來” 的仙曲
淹沒了娜魯灣所有的山峰
漂浮的原木啊
密密麻麻的
換來了
一舟舟
銀燦燦的
幣啦 44
Here we have the colonial history of Taiwan recounted in the context of a legendary deluge.
In the play, the poem is recited by a chorus after a mirror (symbolizing the sky) that an old man
has been looking at is suddenly shattered by an unidentified actor. After the poem is finished, the
same actor presents the old man with a “caiyi” 彩衣 (multicolored robe), perhaps as an invitation
for him to play the part of a happy aboriginal in some pageant.
While Adaw is expressing a strongly political message here, he has chosen to frame this
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message within the rhythms and imagery of his cultural tradition. The manner in which the
structure of the Ilisin ritual and prosody of traditional ritual songs are employed to push forward
the development of the story is perhaps the most significant and innovative aspect of the script of
The Great Flood. Many passages in the script imitate the qualities of Amis ritual song. The diction
is repetitive and rhythmic, often sacrificing narrative efficiency for musicality. The alliterative
formula “Hai Yan Hai Yan O Hai Yan” found in many ritual songs is employed. There are also
explicit instructions about which lines are to be sung, and which not. The following is the address
of Kariwasan, the son of the Sea God, when he first encounters the maiden, Diamacan:
Wa! such a beautiful name			
(sing)					
Your long hair				
Exactly like moss floating by on the currents
Hai Yan Hai Yan O Hai Yan			

哇！好漂亮的名子
(唱)
長髮你的
宛如青苔隨流浮動
Hai Yan Hai Yan O Hai Yan

Your arms 			
Just like dancing coral			
Hai Yan Hai Yan O Hai Yan		

手臂你的
直似珊瑚舞
Hai Yan Hai Yan O Hai Yan

The light in your belly			
Ah, is a match for precious jade		
Radiantly shining on the ocean floor		
Hai Yan Hai Yan O Hai Yan			
(end of singing)				
Are you married? 			

肚光你的
配上璋噢
麗亮海洋底		
Hai Yan Hai Yan O Hai Yan
(唱畢)
結過婚了嗎你？ 45

Not only is the passage phrased as a traditional Amis song, the diction of the text follows
Amis, rather than Chinese grammar by placing the attributive before the noun modified. Thus,
“The light in your belly” actually reads “肚光你的” (belly rays yours). This is a technique that
Adaw employs consistently in his verse.46
The formula of incorporating contemporary social and political content within a traditional
ritual structure has been used successfully in other parts of the world where indigenous peoples
have mined their traditions and oral histories to find a voice with which to address a radically
non-traditional world. Hanay Geiogamah’s Native American Theater Ensemble, formed in 1972
during the “Red Power” movement in North America, has pursued such a strategy. In reference
to Geiogamah’s 1975 production of 49, a “musical piece” based on native life in and around
Oklahoma, Jaye Darby notes that “[a]s ceremonial literature, 49 marks a major achievement
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towards the realization of a contemporary American Indian theater aesthetic, infusing conventions
from the oral tradition, including mythic time and space, archetypal figures, rituals, music,
dance, storytelling, chants and heightened states of being with musical theater.”47 A very similar
description could be given of The Great Flood with its multi-media approach to presenting its
story.
Another approach to ceremonial theatre is that of Thomas Riccio who works extensively
with indigenous performing groups all over the world. In describing his approach to assisting
disenfranchised native groups to develop a form of theatre that is meaningfully based in their
own cultural history and expressive of their unique subjectivity, he states: “I’m saying ‘talk
to yourself, among yourselves, within your own groups, on your own terms. Define your own
cultural narrative model. Myth is central to what you are, what you value, how you see yourself,
and how you exist in the world’.”48 Riccio is wishes to dissuade indigenous groups from adopting
a Western style of voice when they approach the theatre. To do so is apparently a strong tendency,
but only serves to reinforce the dominant culture as conveyed via transnational mass media.49
For Adaw, too, it was only by working through the rituals and mythology of his native culture
that he has found the ability and motivation to create his own art: “[…] only by demonstrating
the relationship between music and dance and our original rituals and myths, and by genuinely
experiencing true Indigenous living culture could I pick up my pen and write.” [……] 也唯有印
證音樂舞蹈與原始祭典，神話之間的關係，實際體驗真實的原住民生命文化，才可
能動筆創作。 50 Mythology and ritual are the vocabulary with which Amis people may “talk
among themselves” as well as make contact with the outside world.
The fundamental goals of the Native American Theatre Ensemble, Thomas Riccio and Adaw
Palaf’s Moguda’ai Theatre are the affirmation of the value of Indigenous culture and the (re)
integration of that culture with the world outside the community. In these cases and many others
around the world, ritual forms including music, dance, prayer, and the invocation of mythological
history are chosen as a powerful instrument for such (re)integration. As Darby, once again
speaking of 49, puts it; “The integration of ritual, prayer, spirituality, and community are explicit
dramaturgical components that inform both the overall purpose and aesthetic of the play.”51 In a
similar vein, while introducing the Second Indigenous Peoples’ “Adult Theatrical Performance
Arts Study Colloquium” sponsored by the Moguda’ai Theatre company in 2004, Adaw notes the
central importance of ritual as a medium for communicating with mainstream culture:
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But with the disappearance of Indigenous peoples’ traditional
rituals and living environment, the cultural and spiritual origins of
Indigenous peoples’ song and dance activities have also progressively
been desiccated […]. How to engage in dialogue with mainstream
society, and to maintain our own subjectivity with which to speak is
the part that contemporary Indigenous people can most control in the
process of moving from “the village to the stage.”
但是隨着原住民傳統祭儀與生活環境的消逝，原住民歌舞活
動內在的祭儀文化精神根源，也日益凋零，[……] 而如何在與主
流社會的對話中，仍保有自己發聲的主體性才是當代原住民從“部
落到舞台”的過程中，最能掌握的部份。 52
Through ceremonial theatre the community finds the means of connecting their ancestral
culture with their experience in the contemporary world.
When Adaw returned to Tapalong to live in 2001, he focused on ways in which to draw
on traditional performance styles in order to express the essential meaning of living as an Amis
in contemporary Taiwan. He also made a decision to work within his native village as much as
possible. Small-scale, local theatre based on the very specific cultural styles of the village was
not only an accessible medium, but also one that would respond to the perceived issues of giving
a voice to Indigenous cultural identity among the people of the village. This is probably the point
at which Adaw’s work diverges most clearly from that of Geiogamah’s American Indian Theatre
Ensemble and many Indigenous theatres in North America. Although Hanay Geiogamah is aware
of his roots in Kiowa tribal culture, his theatrical work has seemingly not placed high value on
speaking specifically as a Kiowa, or on recreating Kiowa ritual. Rather, he operates from the
perspective of pan-indigenous culture, identifying the unity of issues and causes among North
America’s Indigenous peoples. There certainly are those in the Native American community, such
as Craig Womack, who reject pan-indigeneity;53 however, this seems to be a minority position.
Taking his lead from the practice of (Ab)original Dancers, Adaw Palaf has turned away
from pan-indigeneity in favor of an intensive focus on highly localized culture. He identifies
the daily life of his village, with its traditional social and ritual structures, as the object of his
research and the material for his performances. The Second Indigenous Peoples’ “Adult Theatrical
Performance Arts Study Colloquium” 第二屆原住民 “成人戲劇表演藝術研習營” was
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subtitled “Lighting Fires, Ritual Space, Maladaw” 升火，祭場，馬啦道. In his explanation
of the meaning of the subtitle Adaw states: “[…] we mainly wish to express—Let us gather
together in the spirit of living, dancing, interaction, creation and passing things on.” […] 主要
表達——讓我們聚在一起生活，歌舞，交流，學習，創造及傳承的精神。 54 He then

goes on to exploit the deliberate double entendres in the subtitle: “Lighting fires (shenghuo 升
火)—because [fire] is the source of all ‘life’ (shenghuo 生活) and creation. Ritual space (jichang
祭場)—Shaman means to dance (巫者舞也). ‘Ritual’ means ‘Theatre’ (juchang 劇場) […] The
meaning of ‘Lighting Fires, Ritual Space’ is ‘Theatre of Life’ 生活劇場.”55 Adaw’s ceremonial
theatre is thus a theatre of the rituals of life. It is his manner of returning to his roots, his center,
and of constructing a distinctive voice sourced from his cultural heritage.
In conclusion, as with other ceremonial theatres and “people’s theatres,” the essential goal
of Adaw Palaf’s Moguda’ai Theatre experiment is to express cultural and political resistance to
the incursions of a dominant culture, whether in that culture be in the form of the nation state, or
of transnational consumerism. Building especially on his experience with (Ab)Original Dancers,
he has found ways of embedding cultural resistance within the traditional performance styles of
his home village. On stage, The Great Flood must resemble ceremonial theatre as developed in
other parts of the world, especially in North America by Hanay Geiogamah and his American
Indian Theatre Ensemble. However, in contrast to the experiments of Geiogamah, which are
directed towards a broad, pan-indigenous audience, Adaw has opted for a highly local and tribespecific theatre. He is well aware that the imperiled situation of his village is similar to that of all
remaining Indigenous villages in Taiwan, but he feels that the way forward can only be found by
first reconnecting with the grassroots cultural life of his own village. Thus, while Amis people
exist on the periphery of Han Chinese society in Taiwan, Adaw has identified a cultural and
emotional center in the traditions of Amis village life. By fashioning a ceremonial theatre from
the ritual forms of the Amis people, he invites these people to reach out to “hold Ina’s hand” so as
to find the grounding and centering that will allow them to reach with their other hands to grasp
the rapidly changing conditions of the twenty-first century world that swirls around them.※
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